Energy
Campbell & Kennedy’s MCS accredited
Energy Division delivers industry-leading
solutions for an array of clients including
local authorities, housing associations and
private businesses. CK Energy works closely
with you to produce additional revenue
streams by generating renewable energy,
reducing and intelligently optimising
energy consumption and reducing carbon
emissions.
Using a proven range of technologies such
as PV, CircoSense, LED lighting and more;
CK Energy are able to provide bespoke
energy solutions for each client and
individual property.
With regional offices throughout the UK
and a fleet of fully qualified, professional
engineers, CK Energy can manage the
entire process from feasibility study, design,
installation and commissioning to long term
monitoring.

For more information call
0141 435 7774

Overview
Leading energy experts in:
Education
Social Housing
Ground Mount
Commercial
New Build

C&K have delivered a high
standard of workmanship and attention
to detail. We were particularly
impressed with the interaction with
our residents when explaining the
operation and benefits of solar panels.

*

Eric Owens, Asset Planning Manager
Ealing Council

Energy

Education

Social Housing

We are experienced in the education sector

C&K has a wealth of experience in working

having installed PV, CircoSense and/or LED to

with social housing providers and delivering

over 60 schools to date. A CK Energy solution

first class customer service to both tenants and

can:

clients. A CK Energy solution can:

•

be an educational tool for practical learning

•

help towards fuel poverty reduction

•

protect your organisation against rising

•

provide health and economic benefits for

energy costs and generate additional
•

residents

income

•

provide substantial carbon reduction

help meet energy targets and building

•

generate local economic benefits

energy efficiency regulations

New Build

Commerical

CK Energy systems generate, reduce and

CK Energy has a wealth of experience installing

intelligently optimise energy usage, which

solar and similar technologies to public sector

reduces

consumption

buildings throughout the UK, including schools,

and helps new build properties to be more

offices, universities and more. A CK Energy

sustainable. A CK Energy solution can:

solution can:

•

•

costs

and

energy

provide long term economic benefits for
the building owner and occupier

save money on energy bills and generate
additional income

•

help meet the required BREEAM rating

•

help meet carbon reduction targets

•

ensure the building achieves a high scoring

•

display

Energy Performance Certificate (EPC)

your

commitment

to

the

environment, your clients and community

Ground Mount

Finance

Optimising available land to install a solar PV

We have substantial experience in working

system generates various benefits for numerous

with public and private sector clients on energy

clients. A CK Energy ground mount system:

projects varying in both nature and scale. C&K

•

can protect your organisation against rising

is a member of the Financial Conduct Authority

costs in a competitive market

and is completely impartial regarding funding

•

can provide savings on energy bills

options. We work with organisations to explore

•

increases the value of your property

all available models and enable clients to use

•

may be suitable for additional revenue

their own criteria to establish a cost/benefit

streams via Demand Response and/or similar

analysis including a potential returns and

opportunities

finance study.
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